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Abstract

Hybrid Voxel Tracing for Real-Time Global

Illumination

Global illumination is indirect light that is reflected from other objects and

needs to calculate the amount of light that comes in from all directions.

Voxel-based techniques have been studied to simply represent the light in 3d

space and calculate the global illumination efficiently. The voxel cone tracing

includes fast voxelization using GPU rasterization, and after constructing a

mipmap of a sparse octree, the mipmap is traced according to the cone size to

achieve real-time global illumination. Voxel cone tracing can render indirect

diffuse lighting and indirect specular lighting, but for indirect specular lighting

such as a mirror, a high-resolution voxel must be used. However, as the

resolution of the voxel increases, the memory increases, and there is a limitation

that the computation cost for voxelization and octree building increases

significantly. In this paper, when the primitives are not dense in the leaf nodes

of the sparse octree, a list of primitives is stored and the specular reflection is

rendered by ray tracing of primitives to achieve high-quality global illumination

rendering. In the case of dense primitives, to prevent the overhead of ray

tracing, additional voxelization is performed instead of storing the primitive list,

and then high-resolution voxels are stored. Finally, a hybrid node that

selectively stores a list of primitives or high-resolution voxels is generated in

the leaf node of the sparse octree. Since the additional voxelization process
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occurs only in a few nodes with dense primitives, memory and computation cost

do not increase significantly. In addition, the mirror reflection effect is efficiently

calculated through ray tracing at the node where the primitive list is stored. As

our approach is an additional operation to voxel cone tracing, it still has the

advantage of the existing algorithm. In addition to high-quality specular effects

using hybrid node tracing, diffuse indirect lighting using voxel cone tracing is

possible. Our real-time solution outperforms the existing voxel cone tracing

algorithm for high-quality global illumination.

Keywords: voxel tracing, ray tracing, global illumination, octree, real-time

rendering
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Global illumination rendering includes not only direct light incident from a

light source, but also indirect light incident from other objects. However, since

information on surrounding objects and incident light must be calculated, it is

difficult to calculate in real-time due to high computational costs.

As an offline technique for accurately calculating global illumination, there is

a ray-tracing technique. It is also possible to render in real-time by simply

reading a light-map that has pre-computed global illumination. Since there is a

memory limit to compose lightmaps for all objects, information for global

illumination is sometimes stored as cube maps or spherical harmonics.

Pre-computed radiance transfer [1] was used for real-time global illumination by

pre-computing the light entering the object as spherical harmonics. However, the

pre-computed technique has limitations in rendering changing light or moving

objects.

A reflective shadow map-based [3] technique was studied to render global

illumination according to changing light and objects. The Reflective Shadow

Map, which stores the flux, normal vector, and position of the surface hit by

the direct light, is easily computed in real-time due to GPU rasterization. The

Virtual Point Light (VPL) [4] can be constructed with the information stored in

the Reflective Shadow Map, and the virtual point light is expressed as a light
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source and used for global illumination. It is expensive to compute for all virtual

point lights stored in the Reflective Shadow Map. The Light Propagation

Volume (LPV)[5] technique that stores the propagated information from the

virtual point light source in a 3D volume has been studied. It renders global

illumination using the surrounding light volume. However, to achieve real-time

rendering, the occlusion of light is often ignored. Shadow maps are sometimes

used for occlusion, but there is a limitation of computation time because the

number of shadow maps required for global illumination is large.

Another real-time global illumination technique is Voxel Cone Tracing [2].

The Voxel Cone Tracing quickly calculated spatial light information as voxels

through raster-based voxelization. Memory usage was reduced by constructing a

sparse octree instead of an octree with voxels storing light information. In

addition, mipmaps have been constructed at each level of the octree to allow

efficient access to light information in 3D space. Since the octree was updated

only for dynamic objects and the light information was expressed as a mipmap,

real-time global illumination was achieved through cone tracing. In addition,

there is an advantage in that light leakage is reduced by considering whether to

be occluded in the cone tracing step. However, high-resolution voxels are

required for high-quality specular lighting, and as the voxel resolution increases,

there is a limitation in that computation time in voxelization and mipmap

construction steps increases, and memory also increases.
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In this paper, instead of constructing a sparse octree with high-resolution

voxels, a list of primitives and a voxel grid are selectively stored in leaf nodes

for high-quality global illumination.

If a list of primitives is stored instead of voxels, a mirror reflection effect

can be calculated by ray tracing, thus avoiding the operation of high-resolution

voxelization steps and reducing memory. When there are many primitives in the

leaf node, an additional voxelization step can be performed to prevent the

overhead of ray tracing. Since the additional voxelization process occurs in a

small number of nodes, the amount of memory and computation does not

increase significantly. This technique still has the advantage of voxel cone

tracing because it selectively uses hybrid nodes composed of sparse octree leaf

nodes.

Our approach includes steps similar to voxel cone tracing, and the

voxelization, octree construction, and tracing phase are modified, and there is an

additional voxelization process. The data to be stored includes sparse octrees,

hybrid nodes, primitive lists, fragment lists, voxel grids, and brick mipmaps. In

the tracing phase, global illumination is rendered using spatial voxel information

stored in each data.
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For hybrid node construction, some operations are added to the existing

algorithm. In the first voxelization step, an operation for storing the entire

primitive list is added in the geometry shader, and a primitive id is additionally

stored in the fragment representing the voxel. In the octree building step, an

operation of creating hybrid nodes that include primitive list nodes and voxel

nodes in leaf nodes is added. The primitive list node information is filled with

primitive ids stored in the fragments. Voxel node information is filled by

additional voxelization. Figure 1 describes the octree construction of our method

and the voxel cone tracing method.

voxel primitive 
node

voxelize

fragment list

primitive list

fill brick & mipmap building
create hybrid node & 

store primitive primitive in voxel node

primitive list

voxelize phase 2octree building

: hybrid tracing: voxel cone tracing : ours

Octree Building mipmap

Figure 1. Octree construction algorithms of voxel cone tracing[2] and our

solution.
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In the tracing step, hybrid nodes are selectively traced according to the size

of the cone. When the cone size is large, voxel cone tracing is performed using

the mipmap of the existing algorithm. when the cone size is small, the hybrid

tracing is performed with the hybrid node. As a result, this paper can achieve

high-quality global illumination rendering by ray tracing or voxel tracing

depending on the type of hybrid node. Figure 2 describes the tracing algorithm

of our method and the voxel cone tracing method.

The main contribution in this paper can be summarized as follows:

l a hybrid node structures with voxels or primitives for mirror reflection;

l a hybrid tracing for global illumination using cone tracing and ray tracing.

brick mipmap

octree traversal

Tracer

voxel tracer hybrid tracer

hybrid node
voxel node primitive

node

: hybrid tracing: voxel cone tracing : ours

Figure 2. Tracing algorithms of voxel cone tracing[2] and our solution.
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Chapter 2. Related Work

Global illumination can be obtained by calculating light reflected from other

objects as well as direct light incident from a light source for high-quality

rendering. The ray tracing can be used to accurately obtain information of

surrounding objects and reflected light. However, since ray tracing for all

directions is computationally expensive, its use for real-time rendering is limited.

Real-time global illumination rendering techniques include a pre-computation

method, a Reflective Shadow Map (RSM) approach, a hybrid approach, and a

voxel approach.

There are pre-computed rendering techniques using pre-computed information

related to global illumination of offline rendering technique [6-7]. Global

illumination can be saved as a texture, such as a lightmap. Pre-computed

radiance transfer [1] achieved real-time global illumination by increasing memory

efficiency by storing information of light incident on an object as spherical

harmonics in advance. However, the pre-computed technique has limitations in

rendering changing light and objects.

Real-time global lighting rendering can be achieved using Reflective Shadow

Map (RSM)[3]. The RSM includes the position, normal, and flux that the light

source hits. Virtual Point Lights [4] can be created using RSM. When each

pixel of RSM represents a virtual point light, the computation cost for multiple
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virtual point lights increases in the global illumination rendering stage. The

splatting method [8] effectively configured virtual point lights and reduced the

cost of calculating RSM-based global illumination rendering. Light Propagation

Volume (LPV)[5] simplifies the calculation by storing the 3D volume where the

virtual point light source of the reflective shadow map is propagated. After that,

real-time global illumination was achieved using the information of the

propagated light source stored in the surrounding volume. However, since the

occlusion of the virtual point light was not considered, a light leaking can be

found. By configuring shadow maps for virtual point lights, it can solve the

light leakage problem. In order to reduce the cost of obtaining a shadow map, it

can be replaced with an imperfect shadow map [9]. However, despite cost

reduction with imperfect shadow maps, virtual point light-based methods ignore

occlusion and rarely use shadow maps to achieve real-time performance.

Hybrid rendering, which uses both rasterization and ray tracing for global

illumination, has recently been studied. Barre-Brisebois et al. [10] extracted

depth buffer or G-Buffer using rasterization and used it to generate rays.

Willberger et al. [11] reduced the number of rays tracing BVH by a

screen-space tracing algorithm. The hybrid ray traced shadows [12] is not a

global illumination technique, but it stores primitive map instead shadow map

for the similar purpose and renders high-quality shadows by ray tracing. It

obtained the advantage of rendering hard and soft shadows at the same time

through a hybrid approach using rasterization-based shadow maps and ray

tracing-based primitive maps.
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The indirect lighting effect is also improved by calculating the ambient

occlusion [13], which indicates how occluded the light is. In order to accurately

obtain ambient occlusion factor, it is necessary to calculate whether or not to be

occluded from all directions by ray tracing, but since the cost is high, it is often

approximated in screen space [14, 15].

Voxel-based algorithms are also used for global illumination and primitive

voxelization. In order to reduce the high memory of the 3D space, a sparse

octree [16] can be constructed instead of an octree. In addition, it is possible to

reduce more memory by combining the redundant structures that appear in the

sparse octree [17]. There is an expanded approach [18] that reduces the

redundancy of symmetric structures for reducing memory. However, both

algorithms are limited as they are used to store whether the voxel exists or not

in order to generate many redundant structures.

Voxel cone tracing [2], which is the basis of this paper, quickly voxelized

using GPU rasterization, and efficiently achieved real-time global illumination

rendering by constructing sparse octree and mipmip (Figure 3). However,

although diffuse reflection or glossy reflection effect can be achieved, it is not

easy to produce a specular reflection effect like a mirror because the memory

and computational cost greatly increase as the resolution of the voxel increases.
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Our approach achieves high-quality specular reflection by ray tracing by

storing a list of primitives in a leaf node in order to produce a mirror reflection

effect that is difficult to be produced due to the voxel resolution limitation of

the voxel cone tracing technique[2]. In addition, only when primitives are dense,

the additional voxelization process is performed to create high-resolution voxels

to minimize the overhead of ray tracing. This paper takes advantage of voxel

cone tracing and ray tracing at the same time and achieves real-time global

illumination rendering by our hybrid approach.

voxel mipmap cone tracing

(a) (b) (c)

level 0 level 1

Figure 3. The voxel mipmap and cone tracing result using Voxel Cone

Tracing[2]
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Chapter 3. Hybrid Octree

This section describes the structure and generation method of our hybrid

node added to a sparse octree leaf node. hybrid node includes the primitive node

in which a primitive list is stored and the voxel node in which a voxel grid is

stored.

3.1. Hybrid Octree Structure

This paper stores a list of primitives in leaf nodes and ray traces them for

high-resolution reflection effects that are difficult to render due to the voxel

resolution limit of the voxel cone tracing [2]. In addition, when the primitive

density is large, an additional voxelization process is performed to create

high-resolution voxels to avoid the overhead of ray tracing. This paper takes

advantage of voxel cone tracing and ray tracing and achieves real-time global

illumination rendering using a hybrid approach.

Figure 4 shows the sparse octree created by Voxel Cone Tracing (VCT) [2]

and the hybrid node created by our approach. For voxel cone tracing-based

sparse octree construction, 1 bit is used as a flag indicating whether a node

exists, and a node ID that can access child nodes is assigned. To construct a

sparse octree, each node has the child node id. In addition, neighbor node id and
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bricks are stored for constructing mipmap. For our approach, voxel nodes or

primitive nodes are stored in leaf nodes of sparse octrees. The hybrid node type

is determined by the second bit, and the remaining 30 bits are used as the

hybrid node ID. The primitive node has the offset of the primitive ID buffer and

the number of primitives. Afterward, in the tracing phase, the ray intersection

test is performed sequentially as many as the number of primitives starting

from the offset. The voxel node has a voxel grid in which voxels that have

undergone additional voxelization are stored.

Sprase Voxel Octree (SVO)

node id

6 neighbor node id

octree data

flag

primitive count

primitive node data

node data

child brick

voxel node data

primitive id buffer offset

voxel grid

our dataVCT data

Figure 4. node data for voxel cone tracing and our approach
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Figure 5 shows fragment data and primitive data stored for our approach. the

fragment representing a voxel stored in the voxelization phase has a color, a

voxel position, and a primitive ID. Color and voxel position are for constructing

sparse octrees and mipmaps. the primitive has positions, normal vectors, texture

coordinates, a material id, and an object id. This is because that data is required

for ray tracing and additional voxelization. In first voxelization phase, the global

primitive list is created in the geometry shader and the global fragment data is

created in the fragment shader.

positions (v0, v1, v2)
normals (v0, v1, v2)

primitive data

texture UVs (v0, v1, v2)
material id
object id

color (r, g, b)
voxel position (x, y, z)

fragment data

primitive id

global primitive listglobal fragment list

Figure 5. Fragment data and primitive data stored for our approach
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The voxel grid is stored in the voxel node, and the list of primitives is

stored in the primitive node, as shown in Figure 6. The voxel grid is consisted

of  voxels and affects the resolution of additional voxelization. The factor m
can be adjustable so that a sufficiently small voxel is represented. Since the

primitive node stores a list of primitive IDs, it is possible to access primitive

data at the ray tracing. Each node of the sparse octree, excluding the hybrid

node of the leaf node, has 2×2×2 sub-nodes and 3×3×3 voxel bricks according

to the Crassin [2] technique.

0 5 7 2

1 2 3 4 m

global primitive list

offset

voxel grid

voxel node primitive node

primitive 
ID buffer

count

Figure 6. voxel grid stored in voxel nodes and

primitive id list stored in primitive node
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3.2. Hybrid Octree Building

A hybrid octree is constructed by selectively storing voxel nodes having a

voxel grid or primitive nodes having a list of primitive IDs in a sparse octree

leaf node. Additional operations to construct a hybrid octree include storing the

entire list of primitives, creating hybrid nodes, filling primitive nodes, and filling

voxel nodes.

The entire list of primitives is stored during the first voxelization process,

and at this time, the primitive ID is passed to fragment. Each thread obtains the

ID of primitives in parallel via atomic counters in the geometry shader. The

primitive ID of fragment is used in the step of filling the primitive node, and

primitive information can be accessed using the primitive ID.

In the hybrid node creation step, the type of hybrid node is determined and

each node obtains node ID by atomic operation. During the octree construction

stage of the existing technique, the sum of color and number of fragments are

stored in each leaf node to obtain the average of the fragments. Before

calculating the average, The hybrid node is selectively generated according to

the number of fragments in the leaf node. The number of fragments  in the
area means the number of primitives, and the hybrid node is selectively

generated according to the primitive limit capacity  of the number of
primitives. If the limit capacity is exceeded (  ), a voxel node is generated,
and if the limit is not exceeded (≤), a primitive node is generated. If the
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fragment does not exist (  ), it is saved as an empty node. The primitive
limit capacity , which is the criterion for dividing the two hybrid nodes, should
be determined in taking into account the complexity of the scene, the memory

capacity, and the difference in the computation speed of the voxel grid node and

the primitive node. For example, if the primitive limit capacity is small, the

creation of many voxel nodes cannot be prevented, and the difference in memory

is not large compared to the basic high-resolution sparse octree. If the limit

capacity is large, memory efficiency can be maximized by preventing the

generation of voxel nodes, but computational cost increases because intersection

check of numerous primitives are required for each primitive node in the tracing

step.
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Figure 7 shows the allocating offset operation of a node creation phase for

primitive nodes. The primitive list space must be allocated to fill the list of

primitive IDs to be stored in the primitive node. All list of primitive IDs is

stored in one buffer. Each primitive node represents a list of primitives using

offset and count. Each thread in the hybrid node creation step executes an

operation for each node, and at this time, only the primitive node executes the

atomic add operation for offset. The offset can be calculated by atomic add

operation on the number of fragments of a primitive node. Since the number of

fragments can be obtained before the color averaging of the brick mipmap, the

count can be obtained without additional calculations.

: empty : voxel node

2

1

3

0

5

2

count offset

: primitive node

atomic
add

1

2

3

vo
xe

l c
ol

or
 su

m

divide

brick 
mipmap

Figure 7. Offset allocation algorithm using atomic add operation.

Each thread runs for each node.
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Figure 8 shows the process of filling the list of primitive IDs in the primitive

node filling phase. The primitive node has the number of primitives (count) and

offset of the primitive buffer. The offset was obtained by the atomic operation

to the number of primitives in the hybrid node generation phase. In the

primitive filling step, the octree is traversed for each fragment to store a list of

primitives in the primitive node. If the result of the octree traversal of the

fragment is a primitive node, the primitive IDs are sequentially stored starting

from the offset. At this time, it is possible to store the primitive IDs stored in

the fragment without collision by an atomic increment operation within the same

node. For voxel nodes or empty nodes, the aforementioned process is ignored.

Figure 8. Algorithm for filling the lists of primitive IDs. Each thread

runs for each fragment.
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If the result of the octree traversal of the fragment is a voxel node, that

primitive must be additionally voxelized and stored in the voxel grid. With the

primitive ID stored in the fragment, it is possible to access the global primitive

list stored in the first voxelization phase. The primitive has a flag that

determines whether to additional voxelization. Only primitives required for voxel

node configuration are converted into high-resolution additional voxels. The

process of selecting a primitive for additional voxelization is shown in Figure 9.

: empty : voxel node : primitive node

sparse octree3
1
4
3
2
0

primitive id 
in fragment

:

4

3

31

1

0 pr
im

iti
ve

 fo
r v

ox
el

iza
tio

n

Figure 9. Primitive selection process for additional voxelization. Each

thread runs for each fragment.
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Figure 10 shows our additional voxelization algorithm. In the additional

voxelization process, a primitive list and a fragment list are not stored. The

voxelized fragment is directly stored in the voxel grid of the voxel node. Since

there is a possibility that multiple fragments may overlap even in

high-resolution voxels in the voxel grid, it may need to be averaged. However,

because the computation time of averaging voxel is high, it is saved as a simple

write operation. Flickering occurs in a region where a number of fragments

overlap, but the quality loss is not significant because the voxel is sufficiently

small.

pr
im

iti
ve

pr
im

iti
ve

 in
 vo

xe
l n

od
e additional

voxelize

vo
xe

l

vo
xe

l f
or

 v
ox

el
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od
eoctree

traversal

voxel grid
1 2 3 4 m

voxel node

Figure 10. Additional voxelization algorithm. Only primitives related to voxel

nodes are voxelized.
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Chapter 4. Hybrid Octree Traversal Algorithm

When the hybrid octree construction is completed, information on the

surrounding space expressed by voxels and primitives can be used for tracing.

Hybrid tracing occurs only when the cone to be traced is very small or is a

ray, and when the cone is large, result is obtained using only mipmap by cone

tracing technique proposed in Crassin [2]. The hybrid node tracing process

differs depending on the type of hybrid node, as shown in Figure 11. It runs in

parallel on each thread of the GPU, but when tracing different types of hybrid

nodes, computations cannot be processed simultaneously because of charateristic

of GPU. The problem has not been solved in this technique, but thanks to the

local similarity, it is assumed that there are few cases of tracing different types

Figure 11. Tracing in a octree and its voxel and primitive nodes.
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of nodes, but it will be improved to select the same branch through future

research.

In the hybrid node tracing process, node type is obtained by tracing octree

and it calculates tracing result according to the type of node. Given the ray

position and direction, each thread traverses the octree for the voxel position

where the ray passes by using the fast voxel tracing algorithm proposed by

Amanatides and Woo [19].

The process depends on the result of the voxel's octree traversal. In the case

of a voxel node, ray-casting is performed in a ray direction in the voxel grid.

In the case of a primitive node, the closest primitive is selected after ray

intersection test on the list of primitives in the primitive node. If the node is

empty, it traces at the next voxel position.
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Our hybrid tracing algorithm, which depends on the node type, is shown in

Figure 12. Using the Amanatides and Woo [19] algorithm, we can get hit voxel

positions according to the ray position and ray direction. For each voxel

position, it traverses the sparse octree and gets the node type. If the node type

is the empty node, octree tracing is performed again at the next voxel position.

The voxel grid is obtained by voxel node id and the list of primitives is

obtained by the offset and count stored in the primitive node. For the voxel

node, the ray casting voxel grid is performed, and for the primitive node, the

ray tracing primitive list is performed. The iteration ends when the ray casting

or ray tracing result is found.

Figure 12. Hybrid Tracing Algorithm
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Figure 13 shows the fast voxel traversal algorithm proposed by Amanatides

and Woo [19]. Each axis calculates the distance of the ray to move to the next

voxel at that axis. Since this technique uses a three-dimensional voxel tracing

algorithm, three axes are compared. When the axis with the shortest distance is

selected, it hits the voxel and recalculates next distance of the ray for that axis.

It is quickly visited because it performs a simple comparison of the three axes.
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Figure 13. The fast voxel traversal algorithm

proposed by Amanatides and Woo [19].
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When the result of the octree traversal of the voxel selected by the voxel

traversal algorithm proposed by Amanatides and Woo [19] is a primitive node,

the ray intersection check is performed. The primitive node can access the list

of primitive IDs using offset and count. It can access primitive data by

accessing the global primitive list with the primitive ID.

In the primitive, the positions of the three vertices of the triangle are stored.

we can check the ray intersection for the vertex position and the starting point

and direction of the ray. As a result of the ray intersection test, we can get

barycentric coordinates that indicate where the ray intersects, the hit distance of

the ray, whether the ray hit. It compares the distance hit by the ray and

obtains the result of the closest primitive at which the ray intersects, and stores

the hit distance and the barycentric coordinate.

When the ray intersection test is finished for all triangles in a given

primitive node, the information of the nearest triangle is obtained. By accessing

primitive data using primitive ID, we can get the normal, position, and texture

coordinates of the three vertices. The three vertices are interpolated using the

barycentric coordinates obtained from the ray intersection test. The albedo is

obtained by accessing the texture using the interpolated texture coordinates and

the material ID stored in the primitive data. In this case, the hardware extension

bindless texture can be used. Since we got the position and normal, we can

calculate the shading related to the light and camera.
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Figure 14 shows our algorithm for tracing within a primitive node. The final

value we need for shading is the nearest hit primitive. We also need barycentric

coordinates indicating the hit position of primitive. To obtain the nearest hit

primitive, the ray intersection test should be performed for all primitives in the

primitive list. The position, normal, and texture coordinates are calculated using

barycentric coordinates of nearest hit primitive. The final color is obtained by

shading for the nearest primitive. If there are no primitives hitting the ray, the

shading process is ignored.

Figure 14. The pseudocode for primitive node tracing algorithm.

Ray tracing is used for primitive tracing
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In the voxel node, voxels that have undergone a high-resolution additional

voxelization process are stored in the voxel grid. This means that voxels can be

traced at high resolution thanks to the additional voxelization process. Voxel

node tracing result was calculated by ray-casting to simplify the algorithm. All

voxel grids are stored in one texture, and the texture coordinates can be

determined according to the voxel node ID. The coordinates of the voxel gird in

the texture are obtained with the voxel node ID, and the voxel position in the

voxel grid is obtained by the ray position in the voxel grid. Figure 15 shows

the voxel node tracing algorithm of our hybrid approach.

Figure 15. Our voxel node tracing algorithm. The ray

casting is used for voxel grid tracing.
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The performance of hybrid octree building and tracing process is affected by

primitive limit capacity . We present a simple algorithm for finding the

appropriate primitive capacity. This algorithm considers simply reducing the

number of voxel nodes to reduce computational time and memory. If it can take

speed and memory advantages when increasing the primitive capacity, then

reduces voxel nodes by increasing the primitive capacity. By increasing the

primitive capacity by an average of the number of primitives in the voxel node,

it can be expected to reduce the voxel node by almost half. At each step, the

primitive capacity is increased by the average of the number of primitives in

the voxel node to reduce the voxel node and compare the performance with the

previous step. If rendering speed is slower in the current step, go back to the

previous step and halve the primitive capacity increment.

Using the proposed algorithm, appropriate primitive limit capacity  are found
quickly in the direction of reducing the voxel nodes to reduce computational

time and memory. This algorithm stops increasing primitive limit capacity  if
the primitive node overhead is greater than reducing voxel nodes. It prevents

complex objects from becoming primitive nodes. However, if the size of the

primitives differs significantly, it may be better to change only space with few

primitives to primitive nodes. In this case, the manual parameter  setting is
required because the proposed algorithm for changing the parameter to the

average of the number of primitives in voxel nodes may be inefficient.
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Chapter 5. Results

The proposed technique in this paper was compared with voxel cone tracing

[2], and the performance was measured in Intel Core i7-7700HQ 2.80GHz,

NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060. The performance of mirror reflections in which the

size of a tracing cone is close to a ray was measured in three scenes: Crytek

Sponza (262,267 tris), Bunny (347,257 tris) and Gallery (998,843 tris). For

comparison according to the limit capacity  of primitives, the sparse octree
resolution of our technique is , and the voxel grid resolution  stored in the
hybrid voxel node is fixed to 16 representing a sufficiently small voxel. The

tracing process is performed in each thread given a direction and position of

ray, ray tracing in each primitive node is performed for stored primitives, and

texture information is read through bindless textures using the GPU's extended

functions.

Figure 16 shows rendering result of the mirror reflection effect using our

approach and voxel cone tracing approach for each scene. Our technique shows

that although the computational cost is increased due to the hybrid node

configuration and tracing, it achieves a high-quality specular reflection. In voxel

cone tracing [2], the voxel of the leaf node representing the smallest voxel was

selected according to the voxel resolution size. In our approach, primitives stored

in leaf nodes and values stored in voxel grids were selected and rendered.
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The mirror reflection rendering result for the Sponza (262,267 tris) scene is

shown in Figure 16-(a), (b), and (c). It shows that the computation cost

increased by 7.80ms due to our additional algorithm. However, our additional

computation cost is less than the computation cost for high-resolution sparse

voxel octree building, and the mirror reflection rendering effect is much better.

Figure 16. Mirror-reflection rendering of the voxel cone tracing

[2] algorithm: (a), (b); our approach: (c). In our approach, the

hybrid node is constructed according to the primitive capacity .
The rendered scene is Crytek Sponza(262,267 tris)
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The mirror reflection rendering result for the Bunny (347,257 tris) scene is

shown in Figure 16-(d), (e), and (f). It shows that the computation cost

increased by 10.10ms due to our additional algorithm. The computation cost for

our additional algorithm is not large, and it is observed that the mirror reflection

effect is improved.

Figure 16. Mirror-reflection rendering of the voxel cone tracing

[2] algorithm: (d), (e); our approach: (f). In our approach, the

hybrid node is constructed according to the primitive capacity .
The rendered scene is Bunny(347,257 tris).
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The mirror reflection rendering result for the Gallery (998,843 tris) scene is

shown in Figure 16-(g), (h), and (i). It shows that the computational cost

increased significantly due to our additional algorithms. Nevertheless, our

algorithm shows a high-quality mirror reflection effect compared to the higher

resolution sparse voxel octree. Also, performance can be improved by varying

the primitive capacity.

Figure 16. Mirror-reflection rendering of the voxel cone tracing

[2] algorithm: (g), (h); our approach: (i). In our approach, the

hybrid node is constructed according to the primitive capacity .
The rendered scene is Gallery(998,843 tris).
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In the case of voxel cone tracing, the smallest voxel stored in the brick of

the sparse octree is selected according to the resolution. Figures 16-(a), (d), and

(g) show the mipmap tracing result when the voxel resolution is . Figures
16-(b), (e), and (h) show the mipmap tracing result when the voxel resolution is

. Figures 16-(c), (f), (i) were rendered using voxel nodes or primitive nodes
stored in leaf nodes of sparse octrees at a resolution of  by our approach.
In the voxelization step, since the size of the voxel may vary depending on the

size of the voxel space, the size of the voxel space for each scene is set to a

sufficiently large value to voxelize all objects.

Our approach renders the mirror reflection effect better than Voxel Cone

Tracing [2]. Except for the mirror reflection, the advantages of Voxel Cone

Tracing, such as diffuse indirect or glossy reflection, have no quality change

and have not been compared because the algorithms are entirely the same. For

simple comparison and performance, the anisotropic mipmap of the Voxel Cone

Tracing algorithm was not considered. However, even if an anisotropic mipmap

is used, an anisotropic mipmap is constructed only in the upper node except for

the leaf node. Therefore, the rendering result of the mirror reflection effect will

not be significantly different.

Our approach reduces self occlusion errors thanks to voxel nodes composed

of smaller voxels from additional voxelization and to primitive nodes for ray

tracing. In particular, the edge of the floor in Figure 16-(g) indicates that no

voxels have been selected due to the ray origin adjustment to avoid
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self-occlusion. However, our approach improves image quality because

self-occlusion is prevented through primitive ray tracing or using smaller voxel

that is obtained from additional voxelization. In Figure 16-(d), there was no

significant difference in quality with respect to self-occlusion, because the

distance between the rendered surface and the object was large, so the ray

adjustment to avoid self-occlusion was reasonably performed in both methods.

The performance of our technique may vary depending on the limit capacity

of the primitive to be stored in a primitive node. It affects the hybrid octree

configuration, voxel grid initialization, additional voxelization, and hybrid

tracking. Also, comparing the green bounding box of Fig. 17-(a) and (b) of our

technique, we can see that the 17-(b) is more clearly rendered. This is a result

of a primitive node being generated instead of a voxel node due to an increase

in primitive capacity, and a more accurate value is selected through a primitive

ray tracing.

Figure 17. Comparison of our approach according to primitive capacity
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The results of mirror reflection rendering the Gallery (998,843 tris) and

Bunny (347,257 tris) scenes with different primitive capacity limits are shown in

Figure 17-(c), (d), (e), and (f). The image quality of the two scenes did not

change noticeably. However, due to the increase in primitive capacity, the

computational cost increased in the Bunny scene and decreased in the Gallery

scene.

Figure 17. Comparison of our approach according to

primitive capacity limit for Gallery (998,843 tris) and

Bunny(347,257 tris) scene.
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Figure 18 shows the rendering quality of mirror reflection using our

algorithm. For accurate measurement, only the mirror reflection parts were

compared. Our algorithm expresses the mirror reflection effect more precisely

than the high-resolution voxel cone tracing algorithm[2]. Since our algorithm

also traces voxel nodes, it is different from the ray tracing result (reference).

Also, our voxelization-based algorithm results in missing primitives, which

results in lower quality than the reference image. Nevertheless, it shows the

quality improvement compared to the voxel cone tracing results.

Figure 18. The rendering quality comparison between our approach and Voxel

Cone Tracing(VCT) for Crytek Sponza(262,267 tris), Gallery (998,843 tris) and

Bunny(347,257 tris) scene.
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Figure 19 shows rendering results using ray-tracing for a list of primitives

at primitive node, or using ray casting for a voxel grid. In the case of a voxel

node during the tracing process, a smaller voxel that is obtained from additional

voxelization is rendered (Figure 19-(a)) according to the voxel grid resolution m.

In the case of a primitive node, the nearest primitive can be selected and the

intersection point can be obtained from the ray intersection test on the primitive.

The result of accessing the texture of the primitive and reading according to the

intersection point is rendered in Figure 19-(b).

(b)(a)

Figure 19. Ray tracing result ( ) for voxel node (a) and
primitive node (b).
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Table 1 shows the rendering time of each technique. In Crytek Sponza and

Bunny scenes, this technique renders 26.00ms and 11.56ms faster than Voxel

Cone Tracing, which is  resolution. In the Gallery Scene, it renders 4.08ms
slower, but the quality of the mirror reflections is much higher. In this

technique, the rendering time varies depending on the primitive limit capacity .
In the Crytek Sponza and Gallery scenes, rendering time is further reduced

when   than  . However, in the Bunny scene, it is increased when
 .

Scene Method rendering time

Crytek Sponza

(262,267 tris) 

VCT 256 21.75ms

VCT 512 53.84ms

Ours (p = 64) 29.55ms

Ours (p = 128) 27.84ms

Bunny

(347,257 tris)

VCT 256 25.08ms

VCT 512 46.74ms

Ours (p = 64) 35.18ms

Ours (p = 128) 40.66ms

Gallery

(998,843 tris)

VCT 256 22.41ms

VCT 512 35.68ms

Ours (p = 64) 53.33ms

Ours (p = 128) 39.76ms

Table 1. rendering time comparision of our method and Voxel Cone Tracing

(VCT) for Crytek Sponza, Bunny, Gallery scene.
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Figure 20 shows the performance analysis of our approach and voxel cone

tracing[2] for three scenes. The cost of building the hybrid octree of our

approach is increased compared to the voxel cone tracing technique of the same

resolution  due to atomic operation and storing a list of primitives, but there
is no significant performance degradation compared to the resolution of .
When the capacity of the primitive is large, the number of voxel nodes

decreases, thereby reducing the cost of initializing the voxel grid in the voxel

node. In addition, it can be seen that since the number of primitives subject to

additional voxelization decreases, the operation of the voxelization step is

reduced. On the other hand, since ray intersection test is performed on more

Figure 20. Performance analysis of voxel cone tracing[2] (VCT)

and our approach
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primitives in the tracing phase, the cost of tracing operation increases. In the

Bunny scene, when the primitive capacity  , the performance decreases
because the overhead due to the increase in the number of primitives in the

tracing process is greater than the advantage due to the decreased number of

voxel nodes. Table 2 summarizes the detailed computational time of each step.

Sponza

phase
VCT 

(256)

VCT

(512)

Ours

(p=64)

Ours

(p=128)

octree building 10.02ms 38.57ms 11.31ms 11.46ms

clear voxel 0.12ms 0.52ms 0.60ms 0.23ms

voxelize 1.44ms 2.20ms 3.22ms 2.32ms

tracing 2.47ms 5.11ms 4.27ms 4.54ms

Bunny

octree building 2.99ms 7.28ms 3.41ms 3.41ms

clear voxel 0.03ms 0.10ms 3.96ms 0.41ms

voxelize 0.95ms 1.01ms 4.03ms 2.60ms

tracing 16.40ms 33.92ms 17.59ms 27.81ms

Gallery

octree building 4.87ms 10.11ms 5.93ms 5.90ms

clear voxel 0.02ms 0.08ms 12.11ms 0.52ms

voxelize 2.87ms 3.08ms 11.71ms 8.24ms

tracing 10.45ms 18.36ms 17.73ms 19.61ms

Table 2. Performance (ms) comparison for each step of our algorithm
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Table 3 shows our hybrid node hit count of each scene. As the primitive

capacity increases, the hit count of the primitive node increases. In the bunny

scene, it can be seen that the number of voxel node hit is large even though

there are few voxel nodes. This is the result of most of the rays starting at the

floor and hitting the complex object, the bunny. A simple object, a large floor,

creates many primitive nodes, but in the rendering image, there are fewer

primitive node hits due to fewer pixels tracing the floor.

Scene method Ours (p = 64) Ours (p = 128)

Crytek Sponza

(262,267 tris) 

primitive node 407790 408525

voxel node 938 203

primitive node hit () 776805 791766

voxel node hit () 20134 7086

 0.975 0.991

Bunny

(347,257 tris)

primitive node 67472 70589

voxel node 3871 754

primitive node hit () 118945 223501

voxel node hit () 202764 32916

 0.370 0.872

Gallery

(998,843 tris)

primitive node 53213 59672

voxel node 7456 997

primitive node hit () 1945615 2181049

voxel node hit () 394370 53585

 0.831 0.976

Table 3. Hybrid node hit count comparison of our method for Crytek Sponza,

Bunny, Gallery scene.
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Performance and quality can vary depending on the voxel grid resolution

stored in the voxel node (Figure 21). To improve the quality of the voxel node

tracing result, it is necessary to increase the resolution of the voxel grid.

However, when the resolution of the voxel grid is increased, the cost of

additional voxelization, clearing voxel grid, and voxel node tracing increase. If

the voxel grid resolution is low, clearing voxel and voxelization step have a

great performance advantage, but detailed reflection effect is impossible. As a

result, it is possible to reduce computational cost related to voxel nodes by

degrading the quality by reducing the voxel grid resolution.

(b)(a)

34.962ms
clear voxel: 4.776ms
voxelize: 6.394ms
tracing: 3.321ms

28.085ms
clear voxel: 0.464ms
voxelize: 3.606ms
tracing: 3.193ms

Figure 21. The voxel node tracing results ( ) in terms of voxel grid
resolution of the voxel node
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Table 4 shows the performance analysis according to the voxel grid

resolution of our approach. The primitive limit p=32 was fixed and the voxel

grid resolution was varied to measure the performance in the Sponza scene. If

the voxel grid resolution of the voxel node is set high, the quality of the voxel

node tracing result can be improved. As the resolution is set higher, the voxel

grid memory increases and the voxel clearing cost increases. When the voxel

resolution is high (m=16), the voxel clearing cost is increased by 4.312ms

compared to when the voxel resolution is low (m=8). As the voxel grid

resolution increases, the resolution of the additional voxelization step increases,

so the voxelization cost increases. When the voxel resolution is high (m=16), the

voxelization cost is increased by 2.788ms compared to when the voxel resolution

is low (m=8). As the voxel grid resolution increases, the voxel grid tracing

process of the voxel node selectively occurring in the tracing phase increases.

In the voxel grid tracing process, the cost increases because the ray step is

determined with a smaller voxel grid cube size. Nevertheless, since the number

of voxel nodes is sufficiently small compared to the primitive node, the tracing

cost does not increase significantly.

phase Ours (m=8) Ours (m=16)

clear voxel 0.464ms 4.776ms

voxelize 3.606ms 6.394ms

tracing 3.193ms 3.321ms

rendering time 28.085ms 34.962ms

Table 4. Performance analysis of ours between each voxel grid resolution
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Table 5 shows the memory consumption of our algorithm and Voxel Cone

Tracing[2]. The octree memory includes the octree nodes, octree voxel bricks,

and fragment buffer needed for voxel cone tracing. The primitive node memory

contains a primitive information buffer, id buffer, and node data. Most of the

primitive node memory is occupied by the primitive information buffer. The

voxel node memory contains the voxel grid, and the memory is reduced when

the primitive capacity is large.

Sponza

type VCT (256) VCT (512) Ours (p=64) Ours (p=128)

octree 64.81MB 228.06MB 64.81MB 64.81MB

primitive node 18.32MB 18.57MB

voxel node 14.66MB 3.17MB

total 64.81MB 228.06MB 97.79MB 86.55MB

Bunny

octree 20.71MB 48.71MB 20.71MB 20.71MB

primitive node 15.48MB 16.72MB

voxel node 60.48MB 11.78MB

total 20.71MB 48.71MB 96.68MB 49.22MB

Gallery

octree 45.58MB 78.33MB 45.58MB 45.58MB

primitive node 45.49MB 47.61ms

voxel node 116.50MB 15.58MB

total 45.58MB 78.33MB 207.57MB 108.77MB

Table 5. The memory consumption of our algorithm and Voxel Cone Tracing
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Figure 22 shows how to find the appropriate primitive capacity p for our

algorithm. First, at each step, the primitive capacity is changed to the average

of the number of primitives in the voxel node. If the result of the step becomes

slower than before, it returns to the previous parameter and divides the step

size by two. Although this algorithm is simple, it is not an optimal solution

because it is designed to reduce the number of voxel nodes. In order to reduce

the computational time even as the memory increases, the steps in the direction

of increasing the voxel node by reducing primitive capacity should also be

considered.

Figure 22. Our parameter finding results for primitive capacity p for each scene.
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We have shown that our technique achieves high-quality global illumination

rendering by effectively rendering the specular reflection than Voxel Cone

Tracing. To analyze rendering performance, we divided the types of rendering

steps into octree building, clear voxel, voxelizing, and tracing. The performance

of each step depends on the complexity of the scene, the primitive limit capacity

p, and the voxel grid resolution m. To speed up our rendering, we adjusted the

primitive limit capacity and voxel grid resolution. The rendering cost could be

reduced according to the primitive limit capacity p. By adjusting the number of

voxel nodes according to the primitive limit capacity p, it was possible to reduce

the speed of the related step. Instead, when increasing the primitive limit

capacity, should consider the increased time in the ray tracing. By controlling

the voxel grid resolution m, it is possible to reduce the rendering time related to

the voxel node. Instead, when reducing the voxel grid resolution m, it should be

considered that the quality of the rendering result is degraded.

Our approach has limitations because it selects between voxel tracing and ray

tracing. Due to the different quality of voxel tracing and ray tracing, a boundary

discontinuity may occur. Also, our ray tracing and voxel tracing cannot be

processed simultaneously because of the charateristic of GPU. Accordingly, this

may occur increasing the rendering time.

In this paper, raster-based voxelization is used to store primitives, which can

lead to problems of image quality. Due to raster-based voxelization, the

primitive missing occurs during the primitive node tracing. This is because all

spaces in which primitives exist are not voxelized.
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Figure 23 shows the boundary discontinuity that can occur due to our

technique. This is due to the difference in rendering quality between the

primitive node and the voxel node. Although the voxel node proposed in this

paper includes a smaller voxel than the existing octree, there is a quality

difference from the primitive node. Therefore, there is a limit to quality

degradation due to spatial discontinuity due to the difference in quality between

the voxel node and the primitive node, which are the hybrid node (Figure

23-(b), (c)).

(a) (c)

(b)

Figure 23. The mirror reflection result of our approach

(a), boundary discontinuity across primitive nodes and

voxel nodes (b), (c).
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Figure 24 explains the primitive missing caused by our voxelization. In our

voxelization phase, a primitive id is stored in the voxel. In the geometry shader,

the axis is determined by primitive normal weight. Fragments representing

voxels are generated as rasterization to the normal weighted axis. Voxel

omission can be improved through conservative rasterization. Conservative

rasterization is one of the method for improving the 2D pixel omission of

primitives. Through conservative rasterization, all pixels in 2 dimensional space

including primitives become fragments.

Figure 24. Missing primitive information of

rasterization-based voxelization technique
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Even though all the pixels including the primitive have become fragments,

the omission may occur. In the Figure 24, the omission does not occur in 2D,

but voxel omission still remains in 3D. Nevertheless, since the axis was selected

according to the normal weight and voxel omission was improved through

conservative rasterization, the continuity of the voxel space was improved and

the rendering quality related to the voxel was not significantly degraded.

However, missing primitive in voxels breaks the continuity of primitive

information, resulting in missing primitives in the ray-tracing process and

degrade the image quality. Figure 25 shows the image quality degradation due

to missing primitives.

(a) (c)

(b)

Figure 25. The mirror reflection result of our approach

(a) and missing primitives (b), (c).
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In addition, since our hybrid approach does not support a level of detail such

as octree mipmaps, it is specialized for ray tracing. There is a limitation that

cone tracing is impossible between the octree leaf voxel and the hybrid node.

our approach cannot improve the diffuse indirect quality. This is because

hybrid nodes are traced only when the cone size is small in the tracing process.

Since our approach adds a hybrid node to the leaf node of the sparse octree of

Voxel Cone Tracing, it still has the limitations of the sparse octree-based

algorithm on Voxel Cone Tracing except for the hybrid node.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion

In this paper, in addition to the octree construction based on the voxel cone

tracing [2] technique, the specular reflection effect was effectively rendered by

additional voxelization and hybrid node construction. Cone tracing using

mipmaps of an existing algorithm is also available. However, there is a

limitation in that there is a quality loss due to a discontinuity of the boundary

between hybrid nodes and a missing primitive. Therefore, a voxelization study is

needed to construct an octree in which primitives are not omitted by improved

voxelization algorithms.

Since we have not supported functions such as mipmaps for the hybrid node,

cone tracing between the octree leaf node and the hybrid node is unavailable,

and only ray tracing is available. During the primitive tracing process, it can be

solved by calculating the texture level of detail (LOD) and constructing a

mipmap for the voxel grid. Other voxel traversal studies, such as applying the

technique proposed by Amanatides and Woo to each octree level, are also

expected to contribute to performance improvement.
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논문요약

실시간 전역 조명 렌더링을 위한 하이브리드 복셀

추적 기법

석예찬

소프트웨어학과

성균관대학교

Global illumination은 다른 물체에 반사되어 들어오는 빛을 나타내며 사방에서

들어오는 빛의 양을 계산해야 한다. 공간의 빛을 간단하게 나타내고 효율적인 전역

조명 계산을 위해 복셀 기반 기법이 연구되어왔다. 복셀 콘 추적은 GPU의 래스터

화를 이용하여 빠른 복셀화하고 희소옥트리의 mipmap을 구성한 뒤 원뿔 크기에 따

른 추적을 통해 효율적으로 실시간 전역 조명을 계산하였다. 복셀 콘 추적은

indirect diffuse lighting과 indirect specular lighting 모두 가능하지만, 거울과 같은

indirect specular lighting을 위해서는 높은 해상도 복셀을 사용해야 한다. 그러나

복셀의 해상도가 높아질 경우 메모리가 증가하고 복셀화와 octree building의 연산

량이 크게 증가하는 문제가 있다. 본 논문에서는 희소옥트리의 잎노드에 프리미티

브가 밀집되지 않은 경우 프리미티브 목록을 저장하여 광선 교차 검사로 거울반사

를 표현함으로서 고품질 전역 조명 렌더링을 달성한다. 프리미티브가 밀집된 경우

광선 교차 검사의 오버헤드를 막기 위해 프리미티브 목록 대신 추가 복셀화를 거쳐

고해상도 복셀로 표현한다. 희소 옥트리의 잎노드에는 프리미티브 목록과 고해상도

복셀이 선택적으로 저장된 하이브리드 노드가 생성된다. 본 논문의 추가 복셀화 과

정은 프리미티브가 밀집된 소수의 노드에서만 일어나기 때문에 메모리와 연산량이
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크게 증가하지 않는다. 또한 프리미티브 목록이 저장된 노드에서 광선 교차 검사를

통해 거울 반사 효과가 효율적으로 계산된다. 본 기법은 복셀 콘 추적에 추가되는

연산으로 기존 알고리즘의 이점을 그대로 지닌다. 하이브리드 노드 추적을 이용한

고품질 specular 효과뿐만 아니라 복셀 콘 추적을 이용한 diffuse indirect 전역 조

명 렌더링이 여전히 가능하다. 결과적으로 본 논문은 하이브리드 노드를 통해 적응

적으로 옥트리를 추적하여 복셀 콘 추적보다 빠르게 고품질 전역 조명 효과를 낼

수 있음을 보여준다.

주제어: 복셀 추적, 광선 추적, 전역 조명, 옥트리, 실시간 렌더링
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